MMP targeting in the battle for vision: Recent developments and future prospects in the treatment of diabetic retinopathy.
Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are enzymes capable of degrading nearly all types of extracellular matrix. They perform a wide range of roles in physiological processes, which is the reason for their strict regulation by numerous mechanisms including natural tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMP). Research only started to shed light on more troublesome aspects of MMPs function, like cancer progression, Alzheimer's disease, atherosclerosis, ageing. Moreover, their profound role in diabetes is being carefully investigated including one of its most debilitating complications - diabetic retinopathy (DR), the leading cause of acquired blindness worldwide. Traditional treatment of this condition seems to be only mildly satisfactory, which elicited substantial interest in the field of new therapeutic methods including MMP targeting. So far, significant roles of MMP-2 and MMP-9 in the development of retinopathy have been established, with special attention given to the process of blood-retinal barrier impairment. Further exploration revealed MMP-10 and MMP-14 involvement as well as changes in MMP/TIMP ratio. In this review, we provide insight into MMPs role in diabetic retinopathy with a clarification of various mechanisms regulating MMP activity in the light of the recent studies. We conclude with an overview of novel DR therapies targeting MMPs and point to the need of further examination of their usefulness in clinical setting, with an eye towards future research.